For virus, a closing window of containment

Outbreak is closer to becoming pandemic, world health chief warns

SANDERS DOMINATES IN NEVADA

BY MATTHEW VERKE

LAS VEGAS — Sen. Bernie Sanders was a commanding victor in the Nevada caucuses Saturday, providing another boost to an insurgent campaign that is challenging the Democratic establishment by embracing a potentially tectonic populist agenda.

The senator from Vermont expanded the electorate by drawing big numbers of first-time caucus goers, providing momentum as the two shifts into a critical stretch.

HOTEL WORKERS CAN BE IN A BUNKHOUSE AT THE BELLAGIO HOTEL AND CASINO IN LAS VEGAS. THE EARLY RESULTS SUGGESTED THAT BERNIE SANDERS EXPANDED THE ELECTORATE BY DRAWING BIG NUMBERS OF FIRST-TIME CAUCUS GOERS, PROVIDING MOMENTUM AS THE TWO SHIFTS INTO A CRITICAL STRETCH.
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